拾趣
Hotel Top Ten

Look upon the Central Cross-Island Highway, constructed over
half a century ago. Here, the Era of the Two Jiangs remain and
was once used to accommodate important local and foreign
guests. Beginning as the Tianxiang Guesthouse, to Grand Formosa Taroko, and now to Silks Place Taroko, it has witnessed
the evolution of a place riddled with elements of the past, and
now one of the most exclusive places for a getaway amid nature.
Experience once again, the glory of the past era.

樓層介紹

健身房
The GYM

R2頂樓

Floor Guide

Roof Floor

瑜珈室
The Yoga
網球場
The Tennis Court
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R1樓層

山水澗戶外泳池
The Outdoor Pool

Roof Floor

火爐區
The Fire Place
交誼廳
The Lounge
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347~362
行館樓層
Retreat Floor

325~338

行館
The Retreat Suites
客廳
The Livingroom

317~324
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261~284

迎賓樓層

迎賓大廳
The Front desk

Entrance Floor
233~256
217~232
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中庭樓層

藝廊
The Gallery

沐蘭
The Wellspring Spa
客房
The Resort Rooms

梅園中餐聽
The Meiyuan Asian Cuisine

158~175

衛斯理西餐廳
The Wellesley Western Cuisine

Garden Floor
133~157

香草花園
The Fragrant Herb Garden
110~132

小澡堂
The Sauna

B1

休閒樓層
Kid’s Club Floor

大澡堂
The Indoor Pool
兒童遊憩區
The Kid’s Club
會議室
The Meeting Rooms

Rest‧
A Journey within The Retreat Suite
From the moment you enter, a journey of the senses begins
in your Retreat suite. Here, you will be treated like royalty with
exclusive and personalized services. Our spacious suites, rest
among a blend of modern and Chinese design elements while
you admire the mountains, blue sky and greenery outside your
window. You can capture the life of Taroko and simultaneously
reverberates in complete harmony with your surroundings.

Savor‧
A Feast inside the Valley at 【The Retreat Lounge】
Enjoy the first glimmers of dawn at Taroko as you sit at the Retreat Lounge sipping on a warm brew of coffee, and breathe in
the mountainous landscape before you. The Retreat Lounge
offers 24-hour beverage service; lunch and dinner menus are
available by reservation. Taste the flavor of Taroko as it tickles
your palate, and engages your senses on a gustatory journey
that you have never experienced before.

Listen‧
An Outdoor Pool within the Mountain Valleys
Immerse yourself in the Gorge’s waters on the rooftop outdoor
swimming pool. Not only can you bathe in the rays of the sun
and listen to the melodies of nature, you can also catch a glimpse
of the indigenous monkeys and fluttering butterflies. Next to the
swimming pool is the tepid Jacuzzis, where you can take all your
stress away and soak in a moment of quietude and bliss.

Taste‧
【Mei Yuan】Asian Cuisine
Named after the “Mei Yuan,” or plum garden, located in front of
the hotel. The Mei Yuan Asian Restaurant is designed with a refined and simple elegance that has a spacious and comfortable
dining environment. The restaurant has two VIP rooms that are
designed with wooden grilles creating a modern Chinese look.
The restaurant offers Chinese and other Asian cuisines that are
made with local ingredients promising a menu full of delightful
surprises.

Dine‧
【Wellesley】Western Cuisine
With an indoor and outdoor dining area, Wellesley Restaurant
faces a garden with soothing views, where you may feel the
warmth of the sun on your skin and gaze upon dancing butterflies
fluttering about. Here, travelers are reminded of the heavenly nature of this haven. Wellesley Restaurant serves a fine blend of
western and eastern cuisines. You can enjoy breakfast, lunch,
afternoon tea or dinner in this place, a stage of international cuisine and culture.

Relax‧
A Burst of Starlight【The Fire Place】
After dusk, Taroko is covered in the tranquility of the surrounding mountains and forest. At night, you can see the soft billows
of smoke rising from the Fire Place and hear the harmony of
soft lapping water waves. Image a tribal hunter hunting at dusk
guided by the diamond starlight in the sky, and immerse yourself
in a world of quietude and pure shimmering beauty as if it only
exists in fairytales.
Release‧
The Wellspring Spa
The spa rooms face a picturesque Gorge view with sunlight that
shines through the windows showcasing the astounding craftsmanship of the glistening marble. At Taroko, you should experience a state of bliss with a release of body, spirit and mind at
Wellspring Spa. Refresh yourself from the inside out and give
yourself a well deserved pampering.

Joy‧
Indoor Funs and Relaxation
If you do not feel like heading outdoors, then join the indoor activities with our Recreation staff that are available 24 hours ranging
from water aerobics, yoga, kite making, and local tradition crafts.
On the B1 Floor is “The Kid’s Club,” with the Children’s Amusement and Story Telling Corner, which will bring you back to the
childhood memory and create more beautiful memories with your
children here at Taroko.
A Trail of Scents‧
Plum Garden, Atayal Garden, Herb Garden
Stepping in the gardens full of fragrances, you are surrounded
by a myriad of colors reflected by the blazing wings of butterflies
as they dance among the greenery. The Plum Garden, or “Mei
Yuan,” is a remnant of General Jiang’s love for plum flowers,
which bloom during December of Lunar Calendar. The Atayal
Garden, located beside the hotel, has variety of flower, plant and
tree species. At Herb Garden, you can find various herbs and
spices that are used by our Executive Chef creating Taroko’s
magnificent cuisine. It is also the best place for morning exercises.

Traces of Tianxiang‧
Xiangde Temple & Catholic Church
The eastern Buddhist Xiangde Temple and the western Catholic
Church are neighbors in Tianxiang, bringing together the cultures
of both religions to Silks Place Taroko. Xiangde Temple lies high
up the mountain. During the winter season, you can see plum
flowers blooming, or even smell the scents of plum. Hidden along
the mountainside is the Catholic Church, which attracts many
local and foreign backpackers as they stop and take a break on
their journey. Tianxiang is the only place you can experience this
harmony of history, culture, and nature.
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